American English Webinar 10.6 - Effective Assessment Practices for Synchronous and Asynchronous Learning in an Online Environment

Presenter: Kendra Staley

Webinar Description:

This session, "for Synchronous and Asynchronous Learning in an Online Environment," examines guidelines and effective practices for developing online assessments, including adapting existing face-to-face assessments for use online and creating new assessments tailored for virtual environments.

Presenter Bio:

Kendra Staley has 15 years of experience teaching, developing materials and curricula, and conducting teacher-trainings in the ESL/EFL field. She currently works as a Coach in the English Speaking Nation: Coaches Program with American Councils in Samarkand, Uzbekistan. Previously, Kendra taught in the US, Guatemala, China, Indonesia, Colombia, and Turkmenistan. She has served as a U.S. Department of State English Language Fellow and Specialist. Kendra earned an MATESOL degree from the University of Washington, Seattle and a BA in English literature from Kansas State University. Her teaching and research interests include teacher training, curriculum development, intercultural communications, and using social media in language acquisition.

Forum/AE Materials:

Web Resources for English Language Teaching and Learning

Webinar link:

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=oPdlulA3b4g&list=PL7BlTIDdOgZK4qDu5WL8u3VvMwqguO_f1&index=1